
Whether sacred or scientific, every creation, however big, however 
small, is created by the evolution of a single form. Geometry 
is present in various cultures across the globe, what separates 
religion perhaps can be brought together by understanding the 
magic of our creation.

Participants are free to explore the jewellery type that best depicts 
the theme. You may consider all jewellery forms, not restricted to 
necklace, earrings, rings, bracelet, bangle and brooch.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE? 
Students may view the competition details online and 
submit their entries via the website : www.sjda.sg 

For further clarification, please contact the organiser at 
info@sjda.sg or +(65) 6533 4053. 

Competition Requirements
◊ All entries are to be submitted ONLINE.
◊ All participants must be a student of a design school on the date of 

entry submission and must not be under the employment of any 
jewellery company. 

◊ Computer-aided designs are required.
◊ Every participant may only submit a maximum of 2 designs. 

Preliminary Round 
◊ 10 finalists will be shortlisted. 

Final Round
◊ The manufacturing sponsor will provide advice on finalists’ designs, 

taking into consideration the important aspects of manufacturing/
marketing viability. The original concept of the design would 
remain unchanged. 

◊ The top 3 winners will be shortlisted. 

Judging Criteria
◊ Originality and creativity of the design 
◊ Market appeal

Supertree Grove is the 
inspiration behind my design 
because it is an icon of 
Singapore and I reckon that it 
is a perfect balance between 
nature and technology. 
The beautiful display 
of dazzling lights at night 
can be likened to precious, 
shiny jewels.

Here’s wishing Singapore to 
always be a precious gem 
with a bright, shiny future!

Category C Category CWINNER 1st RUNNER UP

Grove of  Shining Jewels

REMARKS 
The organiser reserves the right to interpret, alter and amend any of these 
conditions and to issue additional rules and regulations, if necessary, without prior 
notification to the participants. 

The organiser also reserves the right to disqualify any entry which is INCOMPLETE 
and / or entry which fails to abide by the stated Terms and Conditions. 

For more information, please visit our website www.sjda.sg or our Facebook page 
https://www.facebook.com/Singapore Jewellery Design Award

Category C 2nd RUNNER UP

Li Chih Tung
Taiwan Jewellery Arts Institute
Taiwan

I adopted a minimalist 
approach towards my design, 
just leaf & flower motifs and 
curved lines.  I want to tell 
the story of Singapore being 
a rapidly progressing country 
through the many curved 
lines that represent the mark 
of change and progress. 
Ornamented by the leaf and 
flower motifs, my design seeks 
to convey hopes of growth and 
prosperity for Singapore well 
into the future. 

Twilight

Paolo Jose Mejia
University of the Philippines (Diliman)
The Philippines

I was inspired by the bird’s 
eye view of Singapore’s sea 
shores from the vantage point 
of the Singapore flyer.  By 
accentuating my design with 
black Tahitian pearl; round, 
brilliant cut diamonds and 
baguettes, I wish for Singapore 
to be forever brilliant, always 
progressing and always 
treasured by her people. 

Extravagant Sea Shores 

Mahima Verma
Design Academy of India
India

THEME: SACRED GEOMETRY 
(A confluence of Science and Spirituality)

Each participant may submit a maximum of 2 designs.  

Designers can choose to work with the following gemstones:

◊ Ruby, colour sapphire, emerald, colour garnet, 
pearl         

◊ Diamond

◊ Individual gemstone size not bigger than 0.20ct 

◊ Pearl size not exceeding 16mm

However, designers are to be mindful about the availability of 
odd shapes / sizes of gemstones. 

Additional Requirement  
Please accompany your submissions with a short write-up 
of maximum 100 words, stating the inspiration behind your 
designs and how your designs are related to the theme. 

(Think: Golden ratio, Seed of life, kaleidoscope, Helix, Mandala, cells, 
crystal structures, atoms, architecture, sacred architecture, alchemy, 
nature’s geometry etc.)

Awards 
There will be a total of 10 finalists, from which, the top 3 winners 
will be selected. 

FIRST PRIZE
S$1000 cash prize

SECOND PRIZE
S$600 cash prize  

THIRD PRIZE
S$400 cash prize  

Singapore Jewellery
Design Award
(SJDA) 2018 is

opened for entries!
(from 27 October 2017 

to 20 April 2018)



Introduction

Having drawn inspiration 
for my design from 
my late grandmother’s 
favourite necklace, I 
thought it would be good 
to incorporate elements 
of it into my work.  I 
wanted to create a design 
that bore hints of the 
jewellery pieces that my 
ancestors used to wear 
and also with fresh appeal 
from my originality.  

Marisa Chow 
Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts (NAFA)
Singapore
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The Singapore Jewellery Design Award (SJDA) is the signature 
jewellery design competition in Singapore.

It aims to:

 ± Encourage the creation of original jewellery designs in line with 
market demands and trends

 ± Recognise aspiring and enthusiastic jewellery designers 

 ± Showcase and promote original jewellery designs on an 
international platform 

 ± Facilitate networking and the exchange of ideas and knowledge 
between students and the manufacturing sponsor, which lends 
its expertise on creating jewellery that is marketable.  

This competition is opened to all students from local and 
international design institutes, but excludes those who are currently 
under employment in the jewellery sector. 

The most outstanding designs will be transformed into dazzling 
pieces of jewellery to be marketed alongside those of leading 
jewellers. 

Organiser:
Singapore Jewellers Association
Tel : (65) 6533 4053
Fax : (65) 6533 0867

Email : info@sja.org.sg
Website : www.sja.org.sg

Song Xue Tong 
Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts (NAFA)
Singapore

Spirit of  the Heritage
Personally, I think an 
heirloom represents 
the spirit behind a 
heritage. Thus, I have 
chosen the motif 
of a knot to depict 
the connectedness 
of multi-generations 
and the spirit 
of uniting together.

After the Spring Rain

Mila Pikova
Togliatti State University 
Russia 

These earrings represent a 
frozen instant that one family 
will carry with it through 
time. I intend for my design 
to capture the moment just 
after a warm spring rain 
to signify renewal and the 
continuation of life through 
the generations.

I drew inspiration for my design from the fact that Singapore 
is located at the confluence of the Pacific and Indian oceans, 
providing gravity to the turbulent history of Southeast Asia. As 
Singapore is a melting pot of different ethnicities, the dazzle that 
it gives off is just like the shine that comes from the beautiful 
pearls used in my design.  

Sung Yu Hsuan 
Taiwan Jewellery Arts Institute
Taiwan

Gravity 

I intended for the swirls around the gemstone to represent 
protection by our ancestors who will always be looking out for us.  
Though they are not with us forever, our memories together will 
always be locked in our hearts. 

Memories

My design was inspired by the many latitudes and longitudes 
passing through the globe, which can be likened to Singapore 
being a multi-racial and multi-cultural nation. Constituting of 
many timeless, classic cut diamonds and four precious oval 
gemstones : Garnet, Amethyst, Topaz and Citrine, my ring can 
basically complement any outfit on any occasion. The diverse 
culture and heritage that Singapore enjoyed in the past through 
to the future, is symbolized by the never-ending illusion of the 
lines on my design. Thus, the name for my ring is Limitless.

Hans Daniel V. De Castro
University of the Philippines (Diliman)
The Philippines

The inspiration for my design stemmed from a building’s 
foundation and the magnificent Supertrees of Gardens by the Bay. 
In combining these two imageries together, I intend to create a 
design that depicts Singapore’s rock solid economic foundation 
with a blooming future that aspires for greater heights.

Liu Zi Yao 
Jewelry Institute of Guangzhou 
Panyu Polytechnic
China

Blooming About the Manufacturing Sponsor 
Lee Hwa Jewellery is a contemporary fine jeweller whose unique 
jewellery creations are based on trends and inspirations from the 
fashion runways every season. A strong believer in innovation, the 
company introduced the world’s first 19K solid Purple Gold in 2000. 

It was also the first to popularise white gold – positioning it as a 
lifestyle product to appeal to the fashion savvy modern woman.

At the forefront of design, quality and service, Lee Hwa 
Jewellery exemplifies leadership in fine jewellery 

retailing.  Having participated in the London Fashion 
Week and as the official jeweller of Singapore 

Fashion Festival, Audi Fashion Festival and 
Singapore Fashion Week, Lee Hwa Jewellery 
has an impressive international exposure to its 

name. With 15 boutiques island-wide, Lee 
Hwa Jewellery is a market leader that 

is committed to providing the best 
quality products and impeccable 

first-class service to its consumers.

SINGAPORE JEWELLERY 
DESIGN AWARD 2017
Theme: Growing With Singapore                                               
Category A : Heirloom (Past)
Heirloom jewellery is precious because of the emotions and memories 
behind it and revamping them will bring new life and beauty. Transform 
Heirloom jewellery into modern treasures by redesigning a piece of 
heirloom that will continue to tell its story to the next generation.

Category B : Racial Harmony (Present)
Celebrate Singapore's success as a racially harmonious nation and society 
built on a rich diversity of culture and heritage. Design a piece of jewellery 
that represents the multiracial and multicultural country that Singapore is 
today.  

Category C : Future of  Us (Future)
What is your vision for a beautiful city like Singapore in the near future? 
Modernize an iconic subject of Singapore as your jewellery masterpiece.

Limitless 


